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About This Content

Watch out! There's no time to celebrate, we sank only a small part of the enemy fleet! The battle could begin at any moment,
and we're in need of your steady hand and strategic mind again to deal with the invaders!

Defend the fort against the siege – build cannons, use secret weaponry and have faith in victory!

This time, you will conquer the expanses of the Western Shore. 20 new levels and merciless enemies – let the battle begin!
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Like any new form of media (which is how I view VR), we need experiments to find out what works well and what doesn't.

Ricerca is certainly one of those. It's not profound, but I liked it and appreciated it as a noble experiment in media.

TLDR: It's cool - try it. We need more stuff like this.. I haven't gotten this game or the stand alone expansion pack to work
properly despite spending some time on it. It always crash after playing 5 minutes or so.. I love the sound track for this game
and when I saw this become available I blindly bought it not realizing it is a remake of what was originally licensed for the
game. It's not the same and lacks magic of the previous sound track.. best mod for COH hands down. this game is very glitched
crashes easy, even when you go to load it screen stays white n doesnt load for ever. I bought it on sale a neat concept but would
have been nice if it worked and they've had forever to fix it and havnt. I wouldnt recommend this game unless under 0.50 n thats
just for trading cards get money back
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This casual point-and-click adventure is barely playable and most gamers should avoid it.

Firstly, the English translation is a total disaster. The grammar is almost always wrong, words are mistranslated, and even the
English voice actors seem barely literate (one of them cannot pronounce the word "mineral" correctly, what?). The translation is
sometimes comically bad, but the comedy quickly wears off.

Secondly, the game engine is a clunky and buggy mess. It's very hard to get things done in the game, and sometimes this even
gets in the way of completing objectives.

That said, there is a hidden gem underneath. Despite being a fairly short game, its world is beautifully realized and there is a
deep background story, which is worthy of a much grander game.

But let's not get too excited even about that one bright point! The potential is squandered by bad storytelling. For example: an
entire sequence involves you trying to make your uncle a cup of coffee just the way he likes it. This "quest" has nothing to do
with the adventure, the story, or anything else, and is a good example of how this story is narrated.. what a terrible peice
of♥♥♥♥♥♥its so bad that it has trash charm :). DISCLAIMER: I received a free alpha copy from the developer.

So these are my current impressions of the alpha: I've been playing this since 20/2 and the game has so far very much impressed
me. It's a large increase in scale and quality from Endless Loop Studios' previous titles. The developer is working daily to
address bugs and issues people have, in addition to improvements to the game itself. Me and others have noted issues in the
discussions which would be fixed the next day. The game has noticably improved from V0.01. The gameplay is also great,
combining a game of world domination with a great battle system that encourages the balance of killing enemies and saving your
own. The player is given the tools to deal with situations through the super moves, ranging from healing, to a shield that deflects
arrows, to the Super Slash, which can kill 50+ enemies if used at the right time. However, you're not invincible, so dashing is a
useful mechanic for avoiding attacks, since you can be killed in a few hits. On the technical side, I have experienced no crashes
and although the game's performance can suffer when hundreds of units are in a battle, the developer has stated that
performance optimisation will be addressed in the future. Therefore, if you want to support a hardworking developer and get a
cool game for a low price, your £2 would be well spent on Hyper Knights.

If you want to see some gameplay, I currently have two videos you can watch to determine if the game is for you, but I will post
my most recent one as of making this review, as it is more representative of the game's current state:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6lfcFsXM78&feature=youtu.be. Writing and art show a lack of experience. I don't know
what I was expecting. I must have been drunk when I bought this.. BRUTAL!!!! Love it.. A really good dlc! Good for catching
big fish!. Sure the game is fun at first, but as you get farther into the game you start to notice its missing some things. 2 theater
textures are not present (A mission involves one of those building making it impossible to complete that mission). The bridges
are poorly developed, The entrance to the bridges completly go over other roads and they don't even connect to the other side
they simply end in water. And some ground textures are not present and lots of errors in Central Park. I give the steam version a
2\/5. A great little game that keeps you coming back. The upgrades make the impossible challenges later fell doable and the
micro managing of your crew gives you an extra lvl of difficulty that pulls you away from it being just another screen shooter.

Would recomend.. Basic baseball game that is fun to play.
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